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Di Van Niekerk & Toody Cassidy
Di van Niekerk and felt specialist Toody
Cassidy have brought the textile and
embroidery worlds together to create
a unique book that combines the two
mediums, with fabulous results. Learn to
make flat nuno felting and felt surfaces,
using wool, wool and silk and paper silk, and
adorn these with exquisite silk ribbon designs. Beginning with detailed
instructions on the felted backgrounds, followed by a step-by-step
section on how to make the flowers and creatures in silk, the book then
introduces readers to 16 stunning projects, from pieces to hang in your
home through to accessories you can wear and keep.
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Can Do Picks
Zakka Wool Appliqué

Homegrown

60+ Sweetly Stitched Designs, Useful
Projects for Joyful Living
Minki Kim

Sue Spargo

Enjoy carefree embroidery and colourful wool
felt appliqué anytime, anywhere! Admirers
of Minki Kim’s machine-sewn illustrations
will adore her new Zakka motifs in wool,
perfect for hand stitching and easy enough for
beginners. The 63 designs celebrate the best of
everyday life, from morning rituals to nature’s beauty. Display your work
on six heartfelt projects, including a pretty purse, patchwork coasters,
and a boxy sewing case. A robust gallery shows ideas for handmade
gifts and even more fun ways to decorate your space. • Hand stitchers,
rejoice – Minki Kim’s illustrations are finally translated to wool felt
• More than 60 small, easy-to-stitch designs to embellish your sewing
projects • Surround yourself with Zakka style with a gallery of ideas,
including coin purses, key fobs, tote tags, baskets and covered boxes.

$42.99

Paperback

255 x 205mm

128pp

200051

Homegrown featrues wool appliqué,
layering and embroidery for this
fabulous Sue Spargo creation. The book
provides a comprehensive materials
list, detailed instructions, diagrams and
colour photos for the 28 blocks. Sue
encourages you to use her selection of
stiches and threads to add texture and
depth to the blocks. Finished quilt size
is 115 x 115cm (45½ x 45½ inches). In
addition there are patterns for three
bonus projects: Sunnyside Manor
Pincushion, Peep Party Zip Bag and
Home Sweet Home Spool Sack.

$49.99

Paperback

280 x 215mm

Sewing Luna Lapin’s Friends

Second Edition
Sue Spargo

Over 20 Sewing Patterns for Heirloom
Dolls and their Exquisite Handmade
Clothing Sarah Peel

174pp

$42.99

Order online www.candobooks.com.au

Gift certificates available too!

Wool Felt Appliqué & Embroidery
Exploring Folk Art with Wool
Appliqué & More
16 Projects Using Embroidery, Rug
Hooking & Punch Needle
Rebekah Smith & Kelsey Anilee Smith
Elevate your wool appliqué and learn
creative handwork projects from wall
hangings and pillows to sewing room
accessories in the American folk-art style.
Each piece combines wool appliqué with
a complementary handwork skill. • 16
wool appliqué projects • Dabble in hand
embroidery, rug hooking, punch needle, quilting, cross stitch and more •
Learn techniques from experts in each field, with a gorgeous gallery of
fibre folk art.

$39.99

Paperback

275 x 215mm

96pp

190549

Whimsical Felt Embroidery
30 Easy Projects for Creating Exquisite
Wall Art Meghan Thompson
Pair traditional embroidery stiches with
fun felt patterns to create hoop art worthy
of prominent display on your walls. These
colourful, charming designs are the perfect
wall art for a nursery, playroom or any
space you want to brighten and enliven
with fun patterns and designs. Step-bystep instructions and tear-out templates
make it simple to create playful monkeys, magical mermaids and bright
sunflowers. The author walks you through the essential stiches and
shares her tips and tricks so you can create whimsical felt designs that
will be the focal point of any room.

$29.99

Paperback

230 x 205mm

176pp

190749

Gorgeous Wool Appliqué

Paperback

275 x 215mm

180046

Incorporate folk art into your home in
a contemporary way with this collection
of stunning modern embroidery designs
by leading designer, Nancy Nicholson.
Nancy’s distinctive style, which draws on
Scandinavian and Eastern European motifs,
perfectly captures the folk art trend and
will appeal to stitchers of all ages and
abilities. This collection shows you how
to use the designs to create beautiful and practical home decor
items and accessories. The stitch techniques from Nancy’s unique and
comprehensive stitch library are extremely easy to follow whether
you are an experienced stitcher or a newbie. There are also plenty of
suggestions for creating your own designs if you are feeling inspired.

Paperback

255 x 215mm

128pp

160845

to Make & Embellish
Connie Lapierre

Corinne Lapierre creates a charming
range of 20 exquisite folk embroidered
felt birds, including a swan, a hen, a goose,
a partridge, an owl, a dove, a peacock
and a flamingo. Beautifully made in lovely,
soft colours, the birds are filled with toy
stuffing and embellished with folk-style
surface embroidery in different-coloured
threads. The stitches include chain, feather,
fly running, blanket, French knots and
satin stitch. There are also bead and sequin embellishments on some
birds. The book includes pretty hand-drawn step-by-step illustrations
and there are same-size templates at the back of the book for all the
designs. The birds all have optional ribbon hangers for display.

220 x 220mm

80pp

190013

The book has the pattern for Sue Spargo’s
Fresh Cut quilt featuring wool appliqué,
layering and embroidery. The finished quilt
size is 125 x 125 cm.

Paperback

275 x 215mm

171317

Salley Mavor
Salley Mavor invites you to the wee world
starring 120 dolls to spark smiles and
creativity. Make bendable dolls that resemble
you, your family or your favourite fairy-tale
characters including outfits, hairstyles, and
accessories with wool felt, chenille stems
and decorative stitching. Display the figures
in a dollhouse, atop a wedding cake or in
a holiday scene to be cherished year after
year. From the pages of Mavor’s award-winning children’s books, the
enchanting wee folk dolls appeal to crafters of all ages and skill levels.

Paperback

255 x 205mm

160pp

150036

Mini Felt Christmas
30 Decorations to Sew for the Festive
Season Sachiyo Ishii
Sachiyo Ishii shows you how to make 30
fabulously cute and quirky felt ornaments to
adorn your home during the festive season.
Choose from a host of tree decorations,
from traditional baubles to fun penguins and
a snowman; as well as larger projects that
include Santa Claus complete with sleigh and
reindeer; a yule log with little mini bakers; a
stunning gingerbread house that looks good
enough to eat; a felt holly wreath; and the complete Christmas Story.
All the techniques and stitches you need are explained carefully through
clear, step-by-step photographs at the beginning of the book, and all the
templates are provided at the back.

Paperback

235 x 190mm

128pp

170779

96pp

190014

80pp

190843

Felt Animal Families Fabulous
Little Felt Animals to Sew, with Clothes
& Accessories Corinne Lapierre
This is a delightful book of beautiful felt
creatures including families of deer, raccoons,
foxes, rabbits, bears and mice, all brought to
life with cute outfits and fun accessories. The
animals are made using ready-made felt that
is easy to work with and soft to the touch,
and are hand-sewn using simple stitches.
Clear step-by-step instructions are provided
for every project, accompanied by gorgeous
photographs and delightful illustrations, and
there are same-size templates for all the
animals, clothes and accessories.

$26.99

Paperback

280 x 215mm

Needle Felting

Utsunomiya Miwa is attracted by the texture,
richness of colour and the easy-to-make
process of needle felting. In this book, you
can make 35 adorable birds, including popular
parakeets and parrots, or an easily made,
wearable brooch, all clearly explained with the
author’s step-by-step instructions.

Stock due mid July.

$49.99

96pp

Projects with Step by Step Instructions
Miwa Utsunomiya

Includes the patterns for two bonus projects,
the English Garden Needle Roll and the
Fresh Cut Sewing Box!

151350

260 x 205mm

Cute Birds to Make with
Needle Felting 35 Clearly Explained

Sue Spargo

96pp

Paperback

Felt Wee Folk New
Adventures 120 Enchanting Dolls

$26.99

Folk Embroidered Felt
Birds 20 Modern Folk Art Designs

Paperback

170010

Wool Felt Toys

$39.99

Fresh Cut

Sewing with luxurious felted wool, discover
the secrets to dimensional appliqué that
will add depth and drama to your home
decor. Take your embroidery skills to
the next level with 8 colourful projects
including penny rugs, pincushions and
pillows. Easy-to-learn techniques such
as thread-matching, needle-slanting and
fabric-layering will help you achieve clean
and sharp lines every time! This clear,
visual guide includes full-size patterns with
placement and embroidery guides.

$44.99

144pp

30 Contemporary Projects for Folk Art
Inspired Designs Nancy Nicholson

$26.99

A Visual Guide to Adding Dimension &
Unique Embroidery Deborah Gale Tirico

191081

Modern Folk Embroidery

$34.99

160pp

Step into wonderland with Lisa Marie Olson
and learn how to transform sumptuous wool
fibres into beautiful felt items. The clear,
step-by-step photographs and instructions
will teach you the art of wet felting, from
basic flat-felting techniques through to using
a resist and working around a 3D mould.
Features include: • 12 gorgeous projects,
ranging from decorative teacups, a teapot
and a tea light holder to more practical pieces such as a pretty handbag
and cosy slippers • Other techniques such as needle felting, hand
stitching, embroidery and appliqué to further embellish the project
• Full-size templates a separate, foldout sheet.

$29.99

$49.99 Spiral Bound Paperback 190 x 150mm 220pp 171197

275 x 210mm

280 x 215mm

Feltmaking Techniques and 12 Fantasyinspired Projects Lisa Maire Olson

Learn to make Luna Lapin’s friends and their
exquisite wardrobes. This collection of sewing
patterns features five of Luna’s best friends
and their clothes including Reynard the Fox,
Clementine the Cat, Badger, Mouse and even
a baby Luna! Author, Sarah Peel, takes classic
garments and recreates them on a miniature
scale and with exquisite fabrics including Liberty cottons, wool tweed
and French lace. Full sized patterns and step-by-step instructions
are included – as well as a collection of charming stories about the
characters and their adventures.

Paperback

Paperback

Felt Wonderland

Stock due mid July.

Creative Stitching
Creative Stitching is based on the author’s
experience teaching thousands of students in
many diverse cultures. It is designed to help
you learn quickly and easily so that you can
apply these wonderful stitches to your current
embellishment projects. • Pick a stitch that
creates the effect you want by choosing from the
categories at the front of the book • Learn each
stich quickly from the clear illustrations • Add to your understanding
with the help of the concise, written instructions. The new edition
features: • Over 20 new stitches • A chapter on Stitch Variations • New
highly detailed illustrations & photographs • An updated section on
Needles & Threads. Stock due mid July.

$49.99

120pp

180520

$24.99

Paperback

270 x 200mm

Adorable Felted Animals 30 Easy
and Incredibly Lifelike Needle Felted Pals
Create more than 30 endearing dogs, cats,
birds and other animals using a little wool
roving, a felting needle and a few simple
techniques. These cute felted animals including
dogs, cats, birds and other furry animals, range
from the wonderfully realistic to enchantingly
cute. The animals range from about 50–100
mm high, and instructions are included for
turning a few of your felt creations into fun
dangly accessories. A full lesson takes you
through one of the projects, covering all the basics to ensure that you
have all the skills you need to make any critter you want.
$24.99

Paperback

255 x 205mm

80pp

151330

It’s a Small World Felted
Friends Cute and Cuddly Needle Felted

Figures from Around the World Sachiko Susa

Create over 30 cute, felted friends with this
easy-to-use needle felting book. These cute
felted friends range from the wonderfully
realistic to enchantingly cute including:
• An Elephant all decked out for festival day
• A Queen’s Guard • A Mama Kangaroo with
her Joey • Accessories featuring foods and flags
from different lands • And a lot more! Detailed
instructions show you how to make the basic
shapes and blend them together seamlessly. A special step-by-step
section shows you how easy even the most complex piece can be. The
projects range from about 5 to 10 cm high, and instructions are included
for turning a few of your felt creations into fun dangly accessories.

$19.99

Paperback

255 x 205mm

80pp

161115

Cute Needle Felted Animal
Friends Adorable Cats, Dogs and

Other Pets Sachiko Susa
This book shows you how to create lifelike
felted figures that remind you of the pets you
love using a little wool roving, a felting needle
and a few basic tools and techniques. Even
more than this, the author shows you how
to capture their adorable expressions when
they’re playing hard, napping or just happy to
see you. Easy step-by-step instructions and
photos show you how to make the basic shapes and components, then
how to add details like long or curly hair, spines, and stripes, as well
as little faces that are utterly irresistible. With a bit of practice, you’ll
be able to portray the unique poses and expressions of beloved pets
from your own life. And just like your pets, this needle felting book is
so friendly that even novice felters will have no trouble making these
miniature animal figures.

$24.99

Paperback

255 x 190mm

96pp

181030

How to Make Little Needle
Felted Teddy Bears
Judy Balchin & Roz Dace
Create you’re your own wonderful little
needle-felted teddy bears. • 18 loveable bears
to choose from, each with its own special
character, and all easy and fun to make • Each
bear measures around 10–12cm tall and can
be made in a matter of hours from a bundle of
wool fibres, a felting needle and some carefully
chosen embellishments • Clear guidance on
how to needle-felt is provided, as well as step-by-step instructions and
fun photos for every project, so even those new to needle-felting will be
able to make all the teddies in this book.

$24.99

Paperback

235 x 190mm

96pp

141194

Needle Felted Kittens How to
Create Cute and Lifelike Cats from Wool
Hinali

Paperback

260 x 185mm

Appliqué felting motifs a new, quick and easy way.
No thread, glue or fusible web needed. Just place
your appliqué motif over your fabric and pierce
lightly with the Felting Needle Tool – the 5 barbed
needles catch the motif fibres and push them
into your base fabric, so the two yarns become
interlaced, attaching the design soundly.

$29.99

96pp

-21

Rust

Accessory			

016209

-22

Wine Red

-26

Bright Pink

Terra Cotta

-23

Cherry Red

-23A

Cardinal

-27

Cyclamen

-24

-28

Fuschia

Needle Felting for Beginners
How to Sculpt with Wool
Roz Dace & Judy Balchin
Learn how to master the art of needle felting
from experienced crafters Roz Dace and
Judy Balchin. Perfect for beginners, this fun
book teaches a different technique in each
project. The authors take you on a journey,
building up your skills from basic needle felting
to confidently using armatures. They share
their secrets with you and teach you how to
capture expression and character in faces, as
well as how to create realistic figures or more exaggerated caricatures.
You can sculpt miniature teacup worlds, endangered and garden animals
and even your friends and family it’s all covered. With 12 varied projects
to get stuck into, you just need to choose where to start. Beginners will
love this much-needed guide to a fascinating craft.

$26.99

Paperback

260 x 205mm

128pp

-25

Soft Pink

Purple

-30

Antique Pink

Lilac

-31

Violet

-32

-33

Mouse

-29

-34

Beige

200026

Needle Felting 20 Cute Projects to
Felt from Wool Emma Herian
Needle felting is very forgiving to beginners,
so there’s no excuse not to give it a shot.
This book will guide you through all the basic
techniques you need to be able to make the
projects. The book features: • Projects that
vary in complexity, appealing to a range of
abilities • Clearly presented, easy-to-follow
instructions, complete with tips • 20 gorgeous
projects, including acorn, polar bear, bumble
bee, cupcakes, toadstool and pumpkin.

$34.99

Paperback

Beige Brown

255 x 205mm

144pp

-35

-36

Chocolate

Light Grey

-37

Grey

-40

-38

Black

190959
-41

Avocado

Lovable Felted Animals

Lime

-42

Tree Green

-43

Grass Green

-44

Green

-48

Emerald Green

-45

-49

Sea Green

-54

Navy Blue

Enchanting Mascots, Pets and Accessories
Yuko Sakuda & Yucoco Café
A lesson on basics helps you get started and
illustrated step-by-step instructions walk
you through how the 43 different projects
including a curious panda, friendly bears, a dog,
cat, a few woodland friends and more! With
the variety of projects, you can start with
something easy and move on to animal figures
that let you capture delicate expressions and
add a little attitude.

$24.99

Paperback

-46

Billiard Green

255 x 190mm

88pp

-47

Loden Green

Dark Green

-50

200118

Pure Wool Felt Sheets
Made in The Netherlands from 100% pure new wool that is naturally
non-flammable, dirt repellent and nontoxic, the texture is very
consistent and the colours offered are vibrant, rich and even. The felt
measures 300mm x 200mm x approximately 1mm thick and is perfect
for appliqué, toy-making and all sorts of craft projects.

-51

Turquoise

-52

Light Blue

-57

Aquamarine

Violet Blue

-53

Cornflower Blue

-55

Choose from the 80 colours currently available!

$4.50 Each

Colour code below image

$4.00 Each for 10 or more sheets

Did you notice the adorable kitten on the
cover of this book? Look closer...even closer...
it’s hard to believe, but that it’s not a real
kitten, it’s an incredibly detailed and lifelike
needle felted creation from artist Hinali. Hinali
has been creating these felt masterpieces and
sharing the amazing results with her fans via
social media, and now her long-awaited first
book explains in detail how her incredible
creatures are created. Needle Felted Kittens
reveals the author’s secrets behind crafting photorealistic Scottish Fold,
Siamese, Tortoiseshell and many more breeds with detailed step-by-step
instructions and over 300 full-colour photographs and illustrations. Now
everyone can learn to create this intricate and surprising art from the
master herself.

$22.99

Clover Felting Needle Tool

Yellow

-01

190113

-06

Orange/Red

Clover Pen Needle Felting Tool

Lemon Yellow

-02

Corn Yellow

-03

Light Orange

-08

Cream

-13

Olive

-07

Dark Fuschia

-12

Celery Green

Fiery Red

White

-04

-05

Orange

-09

Pastel Yellow

-14

Suede Broth

-19

Mandarine

-56

-61

Pink

-67

Soft Green

Dark Lavender

-10

Golden Yellow

-15

Hyacinth

Grey Blue

-64

-68

-58

Cobalt Blue

-65

Canary Yellow

-64B

Baby Pink

-69

Card Green

Rose

Skin

-60

-59

Royal Blue

-70

-66

-71

Aubergine

This pen style needle felting tool is perfect for
small and delicate felt projects using one to
three needles. The needle length is adjustable to
two sizes. Use three needles for a quick finish,
two for creating lines and outlines and one for
delicate work. Instructions are included.

$22.99

Accessory			

140849

-11

Old Gold

-16

Apricot

Bronze

-72

Camel

-77

Light Camel

-73

-74

Baby Blue

-79

Ecru Natural
Undyed-91

Baby Yellow

-75

-76

Pastel PInk

Clover Refill Needle Fine
For use with the Clover Felting tool. These barbed
needles are relatively thin but strong and will help
give a finer edge to your textile work. The finer
needle pierces thinner material much more easily
and accurately. The pack contains 5 needles that
can be used together or individually.

$12.99

Accessory			

140850

Brown

-17

-18

Salmon

Peach

-20

Light Beige

-78

Frog Green

Light Grey MixedG1-5

